**DRILL PIPE PUP JOINTS**

ACT's D.P. P. J. is important drill stem component for special drilling or testing operations. This short drill pipe section is used to locate the top box of the drill string at a specified distance from the rig floor.

ACT’s D.P. P. J. is manufactured either from round bar or by machining heavy wall tubing from AISI-4145 H Material.

### Tubulars, Drilling & Workover Tools, Cementing Equipment

#### Ordering Information:

To order or request quotations on ACT Pup Joints, please specify:

- Nominal size / Bore dia. / Tool joint O.D.
- Size and type of connections (Example: 4 ½” I.F. Box up X 4 ½” I.F. pin down, etc.)
- Overall length, shoulder-to-shoulder / 18° taper or square shoulder / Pressed or cast steel thread protectors

Note: Stress relief groove as per API-7 can also be provided upon request.